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Abstracts of articles 
 

SOME ASPECTS OF WAVE PROCESSES IN  
HETEROGENEOUS DRILL CASING STRING (р. 4) 

 
Valery Konstantinovich Khegay, 
Evgeny Konstantinovich Yunin 
 
Ukhta State Technical University 
13, Pervomayskaya str., 169300, Ukhta, Komi Republic,  
Russian Federation. 
Phone.: 89129420272. 
E-mail: hegai@ugtu.net 
 

Wave behavior in homogeneous and heterogeneous drill 
casing string differs in its structure, thus affecting the drilling 
tool work. This is caused by interaction of direct and reflected 
waves in different parts of a drill casing string and by influence 
of this interaction on the behavior of casing string’s (bit’s) lower 
face during rock destruction. The paper considers the problem of 
behavior of longitudinal wave disturbance in the composite pin, 
consisting of two heterogeneous parts. The consideration re-

sulted in getting the formulas for determining the coefficients of 
reflection and longitudinal wave absorption. 

 
Key words: waves behavior; drill casing string; composite 

pin; direct wave; reflected wave; absorbed wave; reflection fac-
tor; absorption factor. 
 

UPDATING THE TECHNIQUES OF FIXING WASH-
OVER UNITS OF DRILLING TOOLS (р. 6) 

 
Dmitry Yurievich Serikov, 
Vitaly Anatolievich Yasashin, 
Nikolay Mitrofanovich Panin 
 
I. Gubkin Russian State University of Oil and Gas 
65, Leninsky prosp., 119991, Moscow. 
Phone/fax: (915) 372-77-79 (D.Yu. Serikov). 
E-mail: serrico@rambler.ru 
 

The existing techniques of fixing wash-over units of drilling 
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tools are analyzed. Some basic shortcomings of the existing 
fixing techniques are detected and some trends of their updating 
are defined. Some new techniques of wash-over units mounting 
that provide raising of their fixation reliability in drill tools body 
are developed. 

 
Key words: drilling tools; wash-over units; stop ring; thread 

bush. 
 

STATION OF CONTROL, RECORDING AND MAN-
AGEMENT OF TECHNOLOGICAL PARAMETERS 
MODE OF WELLS DRILLING AND WASHING BY 

FOAM SYSTEMS WHILE DRILLING AT EQUILIBRIUM 
OR DEPRESSION (р. 12) 

 
Sergey Arshavirovich Akopov, 
Sergey Nikolaevich Ovcharov,  
Julianna Konstantinovna Dimitriadi,  
Arsen Sergeevich Akopov 
 
«North-Caucasian Federal University» 
16/1, Kulakov prosp., 355044, Stavropol, Russian Federation. 
Phone: 8 (8652) 94-01-52. 
E-mail: bngs@ncstu.ru 
 

The article presents characteristics and technical possibilities 
of some station that provides monitoring, recording and control 
of technological parameters of the drilling mode and wells 
washing by foam systems while drilling at equilibrium or de-
pression, developed on the basis of domestic devices and allow-
ing monitoring of technological parameters in «real time» opera-
tional mode. 

 
Key words: station of control and recording of drilling pa-

rameters mode; gas volumetric flow-rate; pressure sensors; func-
tional layout. 
 
 

SOME METHOD OF DETERMINING LUBRICATION 
CAPABILITY OF DRILLING FLUIDS (р. 16) 

 
Dmitry Georgievich Antoniadi, 
Vladimir Ivanovich Demikhov, 
Rakhim Gereevich Shekhmametjev 
 
Kuban State Technological University (Institute of Oil,  
Gas and Energy)  
88/4, Starokubanskaya str., 350058, Krasnodar,  
Russian Federation. 
Phone/fax: 8(861)233-18-45. 
E-mail: antoniadi@kubstu.ru, 
E-mail: vdemihov@inbox.ru 
 

The paper considers some method of determination of drill-
ing fluids’ lubricating capacity that are used while drilling oil 
and gas wells. The description of the working principal and 
operational characteristics of the new facility providing determi-
nation of drill fluids’ lubricating capability is submitted, some 
techniques of measurement data processing and the facility’s 
connection to the PC are outlined. 

 
Key words: method; drill fluid; lubricating capacity; facility. 

 
DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH OF SOME NEW 

BACTERICIDE FOR CONTROLLING OF DRILLING 
FLUIDS PROPERTIES (р. 17) 

Aishan Elchin Iskenderzade 
 
«Neftegas» Scientific-Research Project Institute 
88а, Zаrdаbi prosp., AZ 1012, Baku, Republic of Azerbaijan. 
Phone: +994552141003 
 

Accidents and complications, caused by deep wells drilling, 
are closely linked with the applicable drilling fluids being com-
plicated, heterogeneous, multi-component systems. Destabiliza-
tion of borehole walls stability, poor cleaning of borehole and 
bottom hole, loss of circulation, oil, gas and water occurrence, 
drilling tools sticking, difficulty of well logging conduction and 
many other problems are closely connected with the wrong 
choice of drilling fluid type in the process of rock destruction. 

The scientific papers of native and foreign specialists in-
volved in development and introduction of new drilling opera-
tions witness the fact that deposits with hydrocarbon reserves, 
and especially the formation fluids contain a huge amount of 
sulfate bacteria. These bacteria cause great damage to applicable 
drilling fluids. Infection of drilling fluids by plurality of both 
aerobic and anaerobic microorganisms worsens their rheological 
properties, brings coagulation and de-lamination. 

The article presents some information about the develop-
ment of some new bactericide inhibitor to be used in drilling 
fluids. 

It is proved that the reagent allows regulating the rheological 
properties of drilling fluids with different solid content. 

The reagent enhances the stabilizing effect of the polymer, 
particularly CMC, in a colloidal solution. 

Bench testing proved the fact that the newly developed bacte-
ricide suppresses growth and development of sulfate bacteria in 
drilling fluids and slows down the corrosion rate up to 91,4 %. 

 
Key words: drilling mud; bactericides inhibitors Glycol; pro-

tection of the formation; the effectiveness of suppression of 
bacteria; bactericide AG-2014. 
 
EFFICIENCY ENHANCEMENT OF PRODUCTIVE FOR-

MATIONS OPENING AND WELLS COMPLETION BY 
USING NON-STATIONARY WAVE PROCESSES (р. 20) 

 
Yaroslav Vladimirovich Rukavitsyn1 
Leila Rustamovna Shakirova2 
 
CJSC «Geospektr»1 
54-1, Vavilov str., 117296, Moscow, Russian Federation. 
Phone: 8(910) 4297984. 
e-mail: yaros3000@yzndex.ru; 
 
CJSC «Perfotech»2 
28, Grokholsky pereulok, 129090, Moscow, Russian Federation. 
Phone: 8(910)4017033. 
E-mail: leyla@perfotech.ru 
 

The paper considers some ways of raising efficiency and 
quality of productive formations opening and deep wells com-
pletion in complicated geological-technical conditions on the 
basis of taking into account wave processes’ instability. 

Scientific-methodological grounds of building of informa-
tional model of productive formations opening and wells com-
pletion. 

Possibility of using non-stationary wave processes appearing 
during productive formations opening to optimize their opening. 

 
Key words: well; productive formation; well completion; 

volumetric-capacitive properties; productivity; modeling. 
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SOME ASPECTS OF HIGHLY-HERMETIC WELL  
CONSTRUCTION USING HYDRAULIC SEAL AT  

THE STAGE OF ITS COMPLETION (р. 27) 
 
Alexander Mikhailovich Likhushin1, 
Vladimir Eugenievich Myasischev1, 
Vasily Ivanovich Kirshin2, 
Oleg Gavrilovich Myazin3 
 
«Gazprom VNIIgaz, Ltd.»1 
Phone: (498) 657-42-28, +79652323345. 
E-mal: lihushin@list.ru; 
JSC «Gazprom»2 
Phone: (3452) 54-09-45. 
E-mail: V.Kirshin@adm.gazprom.ru; 
«Gazprom geologorazvedka, Ltd.»3 
Phone: (495) 719-69-32, +79059760230. 
E-mail: oleg.myazin@mail.ru 
 

The paper describes some shortcomings of the existing 
plugging materials and technologies of well cementing. It also 
includes a fundamentally new technology of well completion 
using the hydraulic seal principle that allows solving the prob-
lem of ensuring gas wells tightness. There is an example of 
some possible way of the developed technology implementation 
for underground wells of helium concentrate storage. 

 
Key words: well tightness; hydraulic seal; plugging material; 

packer; well completion. 
 

SOME SPECIAL FEATURES OF WELLS KILLING AT 
TALAKANSKY OIL-GAS-CONDENSATE FIELD (р. 31) 

 
Eugeny Nikolaevich Kozlov1, 
Alexander Vasilievich Kustyshev1, 
Rafil Saifullovich Abdullin2 
 
Tyumen State Petroleum University1 
625039, Tyumen, Russian Federation. 
Phone/fax: (3452) 286-694. 
E-mail: kustishev@tngg.info 
 
«Institute of Problems of Energy Resources Transportation»2 
450055, Ufa, Republic of Bashkortostan, Russian Federation. 
E-mail: abdullinrs@mail.ru 
 

The object of study of the present paper is killing technology 
of oil wells, located at Talakansky oil-gas-condensate field, in 
conditions of strong acquisitions of killing fluid.  

The field is composed by carbonate reservoir of fractured-
cavernous-porous type. Such collectors under tectonic stress 
undergo brittle deformations followed by formation of cracks 
the number of which constantly increases, thus leading to reduc-
tion of their opening and, consequently, to a sharp decrease of 
filtration properties. Therefore, the basic problem, facing the 
field, is strong mud absorption during both well construction 
and overhaul. The main reason for this is the intersection by 
boreholes of crack development zones that entails the loss of 
drilling fluid circulation and stoppage of drilling process itself or 
overhaul.  

To prevent such acquisitions, the world practice uses various 
blocking composition. Such compositions include viscous-
elastic compositions (VEC). The paper presents results of stud-
ies of different VEC used at the field. The VEC, most suitable 
for conditions of the field, is selected for further studying of its 
properties and giving recommendations on its use in conditions 
of cavernous-fractured-porous reservoir.  

 
Key words: viscous-elastic composition; property; research; 

absorption; liquidation; overhaul; Talakansky oil-gas-conden-
sate field.  
 
EFFICIENCY OF LIGHTENED EMULSIONS APPLICA-

TION FOR WELL KILLING DURING REPAIR-AND-
RENEWAL OPERATIONS IN PRODUCTIVE FORMA-

TIONS WITH ABNORMALLY LOW FORMATION 
PRESSURE (р. 34) 

 
Ilgam Yusif Shikhaliev, 
Irina Stanislavovna Shikhalieva, 
Valentina Dmitrievna Sedlyarova, 
Irada Ilgam Shikhalieva 
 
JSC «SevKavNIPIgaz» 
419, Lenin str., 355050, Stavropol, Russian Federation. 
Phone: (8652) 35-97-08, 56-71-09. 
E-mail: svnipigz@gazprom.ru  
 

The paper represents the problem of fields’ development in 
conditions of abnormally low formation pressures. The paper 
also considers efficiency of repair-and-renewal operations, being 
carried out at the wells, after using lightened emulsions as kill-
ing fluids. Their usage prevents lost of circulation in conditions 
of abnormally low formation pressures as well as reduces time 
required for well completion. 

 
Key words: abnormally low formation pressures; lightened 

emulsions; repair-and-renewal operations; wells workover.  
 
DEVELOPMENT OF BLOCKING COMPOSITIONS FOR 
WELL KILLING AT THE WESTERN SIBERIAN FIELDS 
WITH ACCOUNT OF MODERN REQUIREMENTS (р. 38) 
 
Taisiya Shaikhovna Vagina, 
Andrey Alexandrovich Gavrilov 
 
JSC «SevKavNIPIgaz» 
419, Lenin str., 355035, Stavropol, Russian Federation. 
Phone: (8652) 35-94-11. 
E-mail: svnipigz@gazprom.ru, svnipigz@mail.ru 
 

Killing fluid influence on filtration-capacity properties of 
productive formation is considered. Selection criteria for process 
liquids parameters used during repair operations are given. The 
results of blocking compounds development for temporary isola-
tion of high permeable reservoirs are represented.  

 
Key words: killing; geological factor; blocking compound; 

temporary blocking of productive formation; productive forma-
tion; process liquid.  
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